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Recap

✘ Tensor decomposition
✗ Fuse the features before classification 

model

✘ Ensemble method
✗ Fuse different models for a better result
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Ensemble example

➢ Million-dollar prize
➢ Improve the baseline 

movie 
recommendation 
approach of Netflix 
by 10% in accuracy

➢Data mining 
competitions
➢Classification problems

➢Winning teams employ 
an ensemble of 
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Motivations: Pikachu Recognition 
Problem

✘ Is this a picture of a pikachu?

✘ Teacher: Please look at the 
pictures of Pikachu. Based on 
those pictures, how would you 
describe Pikachu? Ted?

✘ Ted: Yellow creature.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/swanky-hsiao/3429646956
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/swanky-hsiao/3429646956


However,
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http://blog.xuite.net/w260905/blog/204405165-%E8%80%81%E7%9A%AE

https://www.flickr.com/photos/albert_hsieh/18415094955

http://blog.xuite.net/w260905/blog/204405165-%E8%80%81%E7%9A%AE
https://www.flickr.com/photos/albert_hsieh/18415094955


Motivations: Pikachu Recognition 
Problem

✘ Teacher: As you can see, if you 
only use colors, you could make 
several mistakes. What else can 
we say for Pikachu? Christina? 

✘ Christina: Shape.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/swanky-hsiao/3429646956
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/swanky-hsiao/3429646956


However,
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Motivation

✘ Simple hypotheses gt or 
even the linear 
combination of two 
variables

✘ Sophisticated hypothesis 
as the black curve
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The Single Model Philosophy

✘ Motivation: Occam’s Razor
✗ “one should not increase, beyond 

what is necessary, the number of 
entities required to explain anything”

✘ Infinitely many models can 
explain any given dataset
✗ Might as well pick the smallest one… 
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Ensemble Philosophy

✘ Build many models and combine them
✘ Only through averaging do we get at 

the truth!
✘ It’s too difficult (impossible?) to build 

a single model that works best
✘ Two types of approaches:

✗ Models that don’t use randomness
✗ Models that incorporate randomness



Let’s calculate the math!!
✘ Suppose that we have 5 models with 

an avg. accuracy of 0.6.
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0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

What’s the probability that at least 
three models are correct?

1 − 0.4 5 − 𝐶1
5 0.4 4 0.6 − 𝐶2

5 0.4 3 0.4 2

= 1 − 0.01024 − 0.0768 − 0.2304
= 0.68256



Re-thinking
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Independen
t

Accuracy



Ensemble Learning for Anomaly 
Detection
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✘ Given:
✗ r machines with labeled data
✗ A target domain DT without any labeled data

✘ The goal is to train a classifier f to make
precise predictions on DT or previously
unseen instances in the target domain.



Ensemble of Classifiers—Learn to 
Combine

……

final 

prediction
slearn the combination from labeled data

Training Test

Ensemble 

model

Algorithms: boosting, stacked generalization, 
rule ensemble, Bayesian model averaging……

Classifier 1

Classifier 2

Classifier k

Labeled 
Data

Unlabeled 
Data
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Ensemble of Classifiers—Consensus

……

final 

prediction
s

learn the combination from labeled data

Training Test

Algorithms: bagging, random forest, random 
decision tree, model averaging of probabilities……

Classifier 1

Classifier 2

Classifier k

Labeled 
Data

Unlabeled 
Data
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combine 
the 
predictions 
by majority 
voting



Pros and Cons
Combine by learning Combine by consensus

Pros ➢ Get useful feedbacks 
from labeled data

➢ Can potentially 
improve accuracy

➢ Do not need labeled 
data

➢ Can improve the 
generalization 
performance

Con
s

➢ Need to keep the labeled 
data to train the ensemble

➢ May overfit the labeled 
data

➢ Cannot work when no 

➢ No feedbacks from the 
labeled data

➢ Require the assumption 
that consensus is better


